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WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH A NARROWER SUBORDINATE
CARRIER

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to wireless communications systems and methods, and in

particular to a system, method, base station and terminal device for communicating using a

subordinate carrier of a host carrier.

Background of the Invention

Mobile communication systems have evolved over the past ten years or so from the

GSM System (Global System for Mobile communications) to the 3G system and now include

packet data communications as well as circuit switched communications. The third generation

partnership project (3GPP) is developing a fourth generation mobile communication system

referred to as Long Term Evolution (LTE) in which a core network part has been evolved to

form a more simplified architecture based on a merging of components of earlier mobile radio

network architectures and a radio access interface which is based on Orthogonal Frequency

Division Multiplexing (OFDM) on the downlink and Single Carrier Frequency Division

Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) on the uplink.

Third and fourth generation mobile telecommunication systems, such as those based

on the 3GPP defined UMTS and Long Term Evolution (LTE) architectures, are able to

support a more sophisticated range of services than simple voice and messaging services

offered by previous generations of mobile telecommunication systems.

For example, with the improved radio interface and enhanced data rates provided by

LTE systems, a user is able to enjoy high data rate applications such as mobile video

streaming and mobile video conferencing that would previously only have been available via

a fixed line data connection. The demand to deploy third and fourth generation networks is

therefore strong and the coverage area of these networks, i.e. geographic locations where

access to the networks is possible, is expected to increase rapidly.

The anticipated widespread deployment of third and fourth generation networks has

led to the parallel development of a class of devices and applications which, rather than taking

advantage of the high data rates available, instead take advantage of the robust radio interface

and increasing ubiquity of the coverage area. Examples include so-called machine type

communication (MTC) applications, also known as machine-to-machine (M2M)

communications, some of which are in some respects typified by semi-autonomous or

autonomous wireless communication devices (i.e. MTC devices) communicating small

amounts of data on a relatively infrequent basis. Examples include so-called smart meters



which, for example, are located in a customer's home and periodically transmit data back to a

central MTC server relating to the customer's consumption of a utility such as gas, water,

electricity and so on.

Whilst it can be convenient for a terminal such as an MTC-type terminal to take

advantage of the wide coverage area provided by a third or fourth generation mobile

telecommunication network there are at present disadvantages. Unlike a conventional third or

fourth generation mobile terminal such as a smartphone, a primary driver for MTC-type

terminals will be a desire for such terminals to be relatively simple and inexpensive. The type

of functions typically performed by a MTC-type terminal (e.g. simple collection and reporting

of relatively small amounts of data) do not require particularly complex processing to

perform, for example, compared to a smartphone supporting video streaming. However, third

and fourth generation mobile telecommunication networks typically employ advanced data

modulation techniques and support wide bandwidth usage on the radio interface which can

require more complex and expensive radio transceivers to implement. It is usually justified to

include such complex transceivers in a smartphone as a smartphone will typically require a

powerful processor to perform typical smartphone type functions. However, as indicated

above, there is now a desire to use relatively inexpensive and less complex devices to

communicate using LTE type networks.

Summary of the Invention

According to a first aspect of the invention there is provided a wireless

communications system, comprising a base station, one or more terminal devices of a first

type and one or more terminal devices of a second type. The base station is operable to

communicate with the terminal devices of the first type using a host carrier comprising radio

resource segments distributed in time, each radio resource segment providing radio resources

across a first frequency band. The base station is operable to communicate with the terminal

devices of the second type using a subordinate carrier comprising radio resources within a

second frequency band of a subset of the radio resource segments of the host carrier, the

second frequency band being narrower than and contained within the first frequency band.

In this way, an efficient and flexible mechanism for specifying and controlling an

amount and location of radio resources to be dedicated to a subordinate earner for use by a

particular (e.g. reduced capability) type of device can be provided.

One way of achieving this differentiated access between the terminal devices of the

first type and second type is to allocate a part of the carrier resource that is dedicated to the



second type of device (e.g. MTC traffic) using normal eNB (base station) scheduling. The

eNB differentiates between MTC and non-MTC (example of the first type of device) UEs and

only schedules MTC UEs within the reserved part of the earner resource and only schedules

non-MTC UEs outside of the reserved part of the carrier resource. While this solution is

viable, the simple scheduling approach places some restrictions on the MTC subordinate

carrier that can be realised. For instance, it would be necessary to use the same carrier

characteristics and/or reference signals. If it were advantageous to use different carrier

characteristics or to use additional or modified reference signals then this may not be possible

in an MTC subordinate carrier implemented purely by eNB scheduling.

The radio resource segments may be sub-frames of radio frames, each radio frame

comprising a plurality of sub-frames. In this case, the sub-frames may be allocated to the

subordinate carrier using a subordinate carrier sub-frame allocation set, the subordinate carrier

sub-frame allocation set determining which sub frames within a repeating group of one or

more radio frames are allocated to the subordinate carrier. The subordinate carrier sub-frame

allocation set may be defined by one or more reserved sub-frame allocation patterns. The one

or more reserved sub-frame allocation patterns may comprise all or a sub-set of all reserved

sub-frame allocation patterns defined for the host carrier.

In one example, the subframes selected for the subordinate carrier are so-called

MBSFN (Multimedia Broadcast/multicast service over a Single Frequency Network)

subframes. This embodiment relies on the fact that such subframes do not have to be used

exclusively for MBSFN. The LTE Rel8/9/10 specifications define a means (in the standard

LTE SystemInformationBlockType2 - SIB2) by which certain subframes can be excluded

from normal allocation to the Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH). Furthermore,

the specifications define signalling within the standard system information which allows some

or all of these excluded subframes to be used for other defined purposes, such as MBMS (in

SystemInformationBlockTypel3 - SIB 13), relay and positioning reference signal

transmission. However, reading of this system information may require reception across the

whole carrier bandwidth.

Acquisition information required for a terminal device of the second type to receive

the subordinate carrier may be allocated for inclusion in sub-frames of the subordinate carrier

using at least a portion of the subframes in one or more of the reserved sub-frame allocation

patterns defining the subordinate earner.



The base station may be operable to transmit an indication of the radio resources of all

reserved sub-frames to terminal devices of the first type. In this way, the first type of device

is informed of subframes which are reserved for the subordinate carrier, another subordinate

carrier, and for other purposes such as relay backhaul. A particular device of the first type is

not required to know why a particular sub-frame is reserved, merely that it is not available to

that device. This indication may be presented to the terminal devices of the first type as a

reserved subframe allocation within a system information block transmitted using frequency

resources not necessarily limited to the second frequency band of the subordinate carrier. In

this way, it is possible to exclude non-MTC devices from a resource reserved for the

subordinate carrier.

The base station may be operable to transmit, using radio resources within the second

frequency band, subordinate carrier information indicating that a subordinate carrier is

available within the host carrier. A terminal device of the second type may be responsive to

subordinate carrier information indicating that a subordinate carrier is not available within the

host carrier to terminate a camp-on procedure for camping on to the network.

The subordinate carrier information may be provided within first acquisition

information transmitted on radio resources within the second frequency band, the first

acquisition information being required for a terminal device of the first type to receive the

system information of the host carrier. The first acquisition information may be a master

information block transmitted on a physical broadcast channel within radio resources of the

host earner. In this way it is possible to signal via the first acquisition information, to

tenninal devices of the second type, the presence of an MTC subordinate carrier existing

within the reserved resource and using only a restricted bandwidth. If the subordinate carrier

infoiination is not present then the camp-on process by a terminal device may be terminated

early, thereby reducing time and power wastage at the tenninal device.

The first type of terminal device may be capable of receiving the full bandwidth of the

first frequency band, and the second type of tenninal device may not be capable of receiving

the full bandwidth of the first frequency band but be capable of receiving the full bandwidth

of the second frequency band. The bandwidth of the subordinate carrier may be

predetermined and be known in advance to terminal devices of the second type.

Alternatively, the base station may be operable to transmit, using radio resources within the

second frequency band, an indication of the bandwidth of the subordinate carrier. In this case

the bandwidth need not necessarily be predetermined. The indication of the bandwidth of the



subordinate carrier may be provided within first acquisition information transmitted on radio

resources within the second frequency band, the acquisition information being provided to

permit a terminal device of the first type to receive the host carrier downlink and camp on to

the host carrier. Alternatively, the base station may be operable to transmit, using radio

resources of the subordinate carrier, an indication of the bandwidth of the subordinate carrier.

The base station may be operable to transmit, using radio resources of the subordinate

carrier, second acquisition information required for a terminal device of the second type to

receive the subordinate carrier downlink and camp on to the subordinate carrier. The second

acquisition information may be transmitted on predetermined radio resources which are

known in advance to terminal devices of the second type. The second acquisition information

may comprise an indication of the bandwidth of the subordinate carrier. In this way, it is

possible to signal system information defining the characteristics of the MTC subordinate

carrier using only resources within the MTC subordinate carrier.

The radio resource segments may be sub-frames of radio frames in the time direction,

each radio frame comprising a plurality of sub-frames. The second acquisition information

may be transmitted in at least some of the sub-frames allocated to the subordinate carrier. A

terminal device of the second type may be operable to determine whether a sub-frame

contains second acquisition information from a current radio frame number and a first sub-

frame allocation set for allocating the second acquisition information to sub-frames within the

subordinate carrier, said first sub-frame allocation set identifying which sub-frames within a

repeating group of one or more radio frames contain the second acquisition information.

The current radio frame number may be determined from first acquisition information

transmitted on radio resources within the second frequency band, the first acquisition

information being required for a terminal device of the first type to receive the host carrier

downlink and camp on to the network. The first sub-frame allocation set may be

predetermined and known in advance to terminal devices of the second type. The second

acquisition information may comprise an indication of the current radio frame number.

Accordingly, once the second acquisition information is available to a mobile terminal, it may

from that point on obtain the current radio frame number from the second acquisition

information rather than having to refer back to the first acquisition information.

A terminal device of the second type may be operable to determine whether a sub-

frame is allocated to the subordinate carrier from a current radio frame number and a second

sub-frame allocation set for the subordinate carrier, said second sub-frame allocation set



identifying which sub-frames within a repeating group of one or more radio frames are

allocated to the subordinate carrier. The current radio frame number may be determined from

the second acquisition information. Alternatively, the current radio frame number may be

determined from the first acquisition information and updated by counting radio frames.

The second sub-frame allocation set may be predetermined and known in advance to

terminal devices of the second type. Alternatively, the second sub-frame allocation set may

be specified in the second acquisition information. It will be appreciated that the second sub-

frame allocation set may be different to the first sub-frame allocation set, but will include all

of the sub-frames of the first sub-frame allocation set (and probably additional sub-frames as

well).

The first type of terminal device may be an LTE device and the second type of device

may be a low data rate device. The first type of terminal device may be an LTE device and

the second type of device may be a low data rate device for providing machine-to-machine

(M2M) communication.

It will be appreciated that different radio resource segments of the same or a different

frequency band may be used to support a further subordinate carrier.

At least a portion of the radio resources outside of the second frequency band of the

subset of the radio resource segments of the host earner allocated to the subordinate carrier

may be allocated to another subordinate carrier. In other words, a different frequency band of

the same resource segments (in time) may support another carrier.

At least a portion of the radio resources outside of the second frequency band of the

subset of the radio resource segments of the host carrier allocated to the subordinate carrier

may be used for communicating with terminal devices of the first type. In other words, a

different frequency band of the same resource segments (in time) may support the host carrier.

Viewed from another aspect, there is provided a base station for communicating with

terminal devices. The base station is operable to communicate with terminal devices of a first

type using a host carrier comprising radio resource segments distributed in time, each radio

resource segment providing radio resources across a first frequency band. The base station is

operable to communicate with terminal devices of a second type using a subordinate carrier

comprising radio resources within a second frequency band of a subset of the radio resource

segments of the host carrier, the second frequency band being narrower than and contained

within the first frequency band.



Viewed from another aspect, there is provided a terminal device for communicating

with a base station which supports a host carrier comprising radio resource segments

distributed in time, each radio resource segment providing radio resources across a first

frequency band. The terminal device is operable to communicate with the base station using a

subordinate carrier comprising radio resources within a second frequency band of a subset of

the radio resource segments of the host carrier, the second frequency band being narrower

than and contained within the first frequency band.

Viewed from another aspect, there is provided a method of communicating between a

base station and terminal devices of a first type and a second type. The method comprises

communicating between the base station and terminal devices of a first type using a host

carrier comprising radio resource segments distributed in time, each radio resource segment

providing radio resources across a first frequency band, and communicating between the base

station and terminal devices of a second type using a subordinate carrier comprising radio

resources within a second frequency band of a subset of the radio resource segments of the

host carrier, the second frequency band being narrower than and contained within the first

frequency band.

Viewed from another aspect, there is provided a method of communicating with a base

station from a terminal device, comprising communicating with the base station using a

subordinate carrier of a host carrier comprising radio resource segments distributed in time,

each radio resource segment of the host carrier providing radio resources across a first

frequency band, the subordinate carrier comprising radio resources within a second frequency

band of a subset of the radio resource segments of the host carrier, the second frequency band

being narrower than and contained within the first frequency band.

It will be appreciated that features of the above-described aspects and embodiments of

the invention may be combined with features of other aspects and embodiments of the

invention as appropriate and in combinations other than those explicitly set out. For example,

optional features of the first aspect of the invention may equally optionally be incorporated in

embodiments according to other aspects of the invention, for example where the different

aspects have corresponding features.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Example embodiments of the present invention will now be described with reference

to the accompanying drawings in which like parts have the same designated references and in

which:



Figure 1 is a schematic block diagram of a radio network and a plurality of user

equipments forming a wireless communication system which operates in accordance with the

3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) standard;

Figure 2 schematically represents elements of a mobile telecommunications system for

implementing embodiments of the invention;

Figure 3 schematically represents a time and frequency resource allocation between a

host canier and a subordinate carrier;

Figure 4 schematically illustrates a radio frame and resource grid structure of time and

frequency resources;

Figures 5A to 5D schematically illustrate example allocations of resources to the

subordinate carrier;

Figure 6 is a schematic flow diagram of a first part of a camp-on procedure for

connecting to the subordinate carrier;

Figure 7 is a schematic flow diagram of a second part of the camp-on procedure for

connecting to the subordinate carrier; and

Figure 8 schematically illustrates a signalling configuration according to an

embodiment of the invention.

Detailed Description of the Example Embodiments

Network Structure

Embodiments of the present invention are described herein with particular reference to

an example implementation in a wireless communication system having carriers based around

the 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) standard.

Figure 1 schematically shows an example architecture of an LTE system. The LTE

system is provided by a telecommunications network operator to allow parties to

communicate. As shown in Figure 1, mobile communications devices designated as user

equipment (UE) 105 are arranged to communicate data to and from base stations (transceiver

stations) 101 which are frequently referred to in LTE as E-UTRAN NodeBs (e-nodeB). Each

of the base stations 101 comprises a transceiver unit 103 enabling communication of data to

and from a plurality of mobile communication devices via a radio interface. The e-nodeBs

101 are connected to a serving gateway S-GW 104 and to a mobility management entity

(MME) 107. The S-GW 104 is arranged to perform routing and management of mobile

communications services to the communications devices 105 in the mobile radio network. In

order to maintain mobility management and connectivity, the mobility management entity



(MME) 107 manages evolved packet system (EPS) connections with the communications

devices 105 using subscriber information stored in a home subscriber server (HSS) 108.

Other core network components include a packet data network gateway (P-GW) 106 which

connects to an internet network 109 and finally to an external server (not shown). In the

context of MTC communications a UE supporting MTC communications may, for example,

be conveniently referred to as an MTC terminal or MTC UE, and a server with which the

MTC terminal(s) communicate data may, for example, be conveniently referred to as an MTC

server. More generally, devices in the system capable of supporting MTC communications

may be referred to as MTC entities. The various elements of Figure 1 and their respective

modes of operation are well-known and defined in the relevant standards administered by the

3GPP (RTM) body and also described in many books on the subject, for example, Holma H.

and Toskala A [1]. These conventional aspects of LTE networks are not described further in

the interest of brevity.

Two classes of device are considered herein. A first class of device is configured to

communicate via a host carrier, and a second class of device is configured to communicate via

a subordinate carrier. In some of the particular examples considered here, the first class of

device and the host carrier are compliant with particular standards, for example, LTE

Rel8/9/10 standards, and the second class of device and the subordinate carrier are compliant

with modified versions of these particular standards, for example, based on versions of the

standards modified to support lower-capability devices. Accordingly, and purely for the sake

of reference and to aid explanation, the first class of device and the host carrier may be

referred to here in some examples as legacy devices and legacy carrier, while the second class

of device and the subordinate carrier may be referred to in some examples as MTC devices

and MTC carrier (or in alternative DMN (Dedicated Messaging Network) devices and DMN

carrier). However, it will be appreciated that these terms are simply used as labels for ease of

explanation of particular implementations of embodiments of the invention for distinguishing

the two classes of device and carrier. Thus, the term "legacy" should not be considered as

indicating any form of obsolescence, and indeed the devices and carrier(s) referred to here as

legacy devices and carrier(s) may equally correspond with devices and carrier(s) that comply

with future releases of the LTE standards, for examples Rell 1 and beyond. Equally, and as

already noted above, DMN should not be taken to refer to a network which exclusively

supports only basic messaging services. Furthermore, the second class of device and

subordinate carrier that are described here as not being fully compliant with the operating



standards of the first class of device and first carrier (for example because of reduced

capability) may nonetheless be compliant with their own standards. Furthermore, the

functionality described herein as regards both the first and second classes of device and

carriers might comply with different aspects of a future standard, for example a future release

of the LTE standards.

Referring now to Figure 2, a base station 101 ' is shown communicatively connected

to an LTE device 105a via a transceiver unit 103' and a first (host) earner 110a, and

communicatively connected to an MTC device 105b via the transceiver unit 103' and a

second (subordinate) carrier 110b. The base station 10 Γ is responsible for a coverage area in

which both the LTE device 105a and the MTC device 105b are located. The single base

station 10 Γ is able to communicate on both the first carrier 110a and the second carrier 110b.

The first carrier 110a is a host carrier having a broad bandwidth, while the second carrier

110b is a subordinate carrier having a narrower bandwidth located within the frequency band

of the host earner. As will be explained in more detail below, the time and frequency

resources of the first (host) carrier and the second (subordinate) carrier are logically separate

for the purposes of data transmission and most control signalling, but some time and

frequency resources are accessible to and used by devices connected to both the first and

second carriers.

Host Carrier and Subordinate Carrier Overview

Referring to Figure 3, the time and frequency resources constituting the host carrier

and the subordinate carrier are schematically illustrated. The horizontal axis of Figure 3 is

time, with a time period from t to t being shown in Figure 3. The vertical axis of Figure 3 is

frequency, the frequency increasing from a frequency f to a frequency f4. The host carrier

has a frequency band Fi, extending from the frequency f to the frequency f4. The subordinate

earner has a frequency band F2, extending from a frequency f2 to a frequency f3. The

subordinate carrier is intended primarily for use by terminal devices which do not have the

capability to receive or transmit between the frequencies fi and f2, and between the

frequencies f and f . The subordinate carrier does not occupy all of the time and frequency

resources within the frequency band F2. Instead, certain time periods 305 of the frequency

band F2 are allocated to the subordinate carrier (and potentially to other subordinate carriers),

with the unallocated time periods within the frequency band F2 forming part of the host carrier

resources. The shaded portions 310 of Figure 3 indicates those time and frequency resources

allocated to the subordinate carrier. When a time period 305 is allocated to the subordinate
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carrier, the time and frequency resources 315 falling outside of the frequency band F (but

within the frequency band Fi) are not allocated to the subordinate carrier. In some

implementations these time and frequency resources may be available to the host carrier (or to

another subordinate earner having a different (and non-overlapping) frequency band). In

other implementations these time and frequency resources may be "lost" and unusable by

either the first type of device or the second type of device. It is envisaged that the central

frequency and bandwidth of the frequency bands F and F2 would be fixed for a given host

carrier/subordinate carrier, although implementations in which they are not fixed may be

possible. The particular time periods allocated to the subordinate carrier may be fixed, or may

be dynamically variable, for example to increase or decrease the amount of radio resources

allocated to the subordinate carrier to adapt to traffic conditions of the subordinate carrier

(and/or possibly of the host carrier).

Radio Frame and Resource Grid Structure

Referring now to Figure 4, a radio frame and resource grid structure for an LTE type

network are schematically illustrated. At the top of Figure 4, a radio frame 410 is shown.

This occupies the full width of the frequency band of the host carrier, and has a duration of

10ms. The radio frame 4 0 is one of a sequence of radio frames which are used to

communicate data between a base station and a terminal device. The radio frame 410

comprises 10 sub-frames 420, which again occupy the fully width of the frequency band of

the host carrier. Each of these sub-frames 420 has a duration of lms. Each of the sub-frames

420 comprises two slots 430, each slot occupying the full width of the frequency band of the

host carrier and having a duration of 0.5ms. Each slot comprises a plurality of resource

blocks 440 in the frequency direction, and only a single resource block 440 in the time

direction. In other words each resource block 440 has a duration of 0.5ms (the same as the

duration of the slot 430), but occupies only a portion of the bandwidth of the host carrier.

Each resource block 440 comprises a two-dimensional array of resource elements 450

distributed in both the time direction and the frequency direction. Each resource element 450

has a length (duration) of one modulation symbol, and a frequency range of one subcarrier

(e.g. 15kHz). In the present case the resource block 440 has a dimension of 12 resource

elements 450 in the frequency dimension and 7 resource elements 450 in the time dimension,

resulting in an overall bandwidth of 12 subcarriers and a duration of 7 symbols.

In operation, data transmissions between a base station and a terminal device may be

scheduled to use particular resource blocks. This scheduling is usually carried out by the base



station or a related network entity. Certain resource blocks may be permanently allocated to

carry predetermined signalling information.

3GPP LTE Releases 8, 9 and 10 (Rel8/9/10) define 6 downlink transmission

bandwidth configurations from 1.4 MHz to 20 MHz representing the use of 6, 15, 25, 50, 75

or 100 resource blocks. As noted above, all Rel8/9/10 terminal devices are required to support

the maximum single carrier bandwidth of 20 MHz for compliance with the Rel8/9/10

standards. Nevertheless, for all bandwidth configurations Rel8/9/10 has specified that basic

physical layer synchronisation signals (Primary Synchronisation Signals - PSS, and

Secondary Synchronisation Signals - SSS), and the most fundamental system information

(Master Information Block - MIB) is transmitted using only the central 6 resource blocks

which are receivable with a 1.4 MHz transceiver. However, in order to receive the remainder

of the carrier system information the terminal device is required to be able to receive the full

bandwidth of the carrier.

However, and as also noted above, for some applications, for example in situations

relating to machine type communications (MTC) and/or dedicated messaging networks

(DMN), there is a drive to build low cost and hence low capability devices. Ideally, device

simplification should permit a reduction in required bandwidth of operation as well as

reduction of features and throughput. Terminal devices with a lower bandwidth capability

than that specified for Rel8/9/10 may mean that such devices are unable to operate properly

on Rel8/9/10 compliant networks which specify higher bandwidth capabilities. For example,

terminal devices with a lower bandwidth capability may not even be able to receive any more

system information than that contained in the MIB of a Rel8/9/10 compliant network.

Low capability devices will ideally be able to find and camp-on the carrier associated with

their target dedicated messaging network(s) even in the presence of Rel8/9/10 higher

bandwidth carriers. Furthermore, there is a desire that DMN carriers are not swamped by

Rel8/9/10 capable devices camping-on the DMN, even though the Rel8/9/10 capable devices

are in the coverage area of a higher bandwidth Rel8/9/10 carrier which they could otherwise

use.

Subordinate Carrier Definition

As described in relation to Figure 3, the subordinate carrier resources (for use by MTC

devices) may be defined by a certain bandwidth in the frequency domain (frequency band F2

in Figure 3 for example) and a certain pattern of time periods in the time domain. The certain

pattern of time periods may be a sequence of subframes as described above with reference to



Figure 4. The sequence of subframes may be a sequence of MBSFN subframes as defined by

signalling within SystemInformationBlockType2 (SIB2) of the legacy LTE host carrier.

However, it will be recognised that the subordinate carrier may be delineated by other means,

for example by scheduling by a base station. The pattern of subframes may be a subset (or

all) of those subframes reserved by the information element mbsfh-SubframeConfigList in the

host carrier SIB2.

Conveniently, non-MTC UEs will read SIB2 of the legacy LTE host carrier and

determine that a configured pattern of subframes are reserved for other purposes (such as

MBMS, relay or as in the present case MTC subordinate carrier operation). The non-MTC

UEs will therefore ignore the subframes allocated to the subordinate carrier. The configured

pattern of reserved subframes is defined in a flexible manner by the information element

mbsfn-SubframeConfigList.

In particular, mbsfn-SubframeConfigList comprises a set of 1 or more subframe

allocations each of which is defined by the following fragment of ASN.l from TS 36.331 :

MBSFN-SubframeConfig ::= SEQUENCE {

radioframeAUocationPeriod ENUMERATED {nl , n2, n4, n8, nl 6, n32},

radioframeAUocationOffset INTEGER (0..7),

subframeAllocation CHOICE {

oneFrame BIT STRING (SIZE(6)),

fourFrames BIT STRING (SIZE(24))

}

}

For a given allocation, the "radioframeAUocationPeriod" indicates the periodicity, in

radio frames, with which MBSFN subframes are included in the allocation "nl" indicates

that MBSFN subframes are present in every radio frame, while "n2" indicates that MBSFN

subframes are present in every other radio frame. A radioframeAUocationPeriod of "n32"

indicates that one in every 32 radio frames includes one or more MBSFN subframes. Radio-

frames that contain MBSFN subframes occur when equation SystemFrameNumber mod

radioFrameAllocationPeriod = radioFrameAllocationOffset is satisfied. In other words, the

radioframeAUocationOffset parameter sets an offset for a start position of the repeating

pattern of radio frames. The subframeAllocation parameter defines the subframes that are

allocated for MBSFN within the radio frame allocation period defined by the

radioFrameAllocationPeriod and the radioFrameAllocationOffset parameters. The subframe



allocation can either be specified for a single radio frame within the radio frame allocation

period (oneFrame) or for four consecutive radio frames within the radio frame allocation

period (fourFrames). The subFrameAllocation parameter is a 6 bit (oneFrame) or 24 bit

(fourFrame) mask, indicating whether each of 6 (oneFrame) or 24 (fourFrame) predetermined

subframes are to be reserved. The LTE specification places restrictions on which subframes

may be reserved for other purposes by this method, in order that there is no conflict with the

requirement to receive system information and paging. In an FDD LTE system one or more

of subframes 1, 2, 3, 6, 7 and 8 may be reserved for other purposes. In a TDD LTE system

the subframes that may be reserved are 3, 4, 7, 8 and 9 . The system frame number can be

derived from the MIB of the host carrier.

Figures 5A to 5D are example subframe patterns. Each of Figures 5A to 5D shows a

portion of a repeating pattern which could be specified by mbsfn-SubframeConfigList or by a

similar pattern specifying function. Four radio frames having ten subframes each are shown

in Figures 5A to 5D. The subframes are labelled from 0 (zero) to 9 (nine). The shaded

subframes are those allocated to the subordinate carrier, with the unshaded subframes being

retained for use on the host carrier. Figure 5A schematically illustrates an FDD pattern in

which radioFrameAllocationPeriod is set to n2 (MBSFN subframes present in every other

radio frame), the radioFrameAllocationOffset is 0 (zero) and the siibframeAllocation mask is

11 1 1 11 (thereby selecting each of subframes 1, 2, 3, 6, 7 and 8). It will be appreciated that

this subframe allocation is a "oneFrame" allocation. A longer bit string would be used for the

subframeAllocation if subframes were to be provided over four consecutive radio frames.

Figure 5B schematically illustrates a TDD pattern based on the same parameters as

Figure 5A. Specifically, radioFrameAllocationPeriod is set to n2 (MBSFN subframes present

in every other radio frame), the radioFrameAllocationOffset is 0 (zero) and the

subframeAllocation mask is 1111lx (thereby selecting each of subframes 3, 4, 7, 8 and 9). It

should be noted that the last bit of the mask is not used for TDD. The difference between

Figures 5A and 5B results from the different subframes mapped to the bit mask in the FDD

and TDD schemes.

Figure C schematically illustrates an FDD pattern in which

radioFrameAllocationPeriod is set to nl (MBSFN subframes present in every radio frame),

the radioFrameAllocationOffset is 0 (zero) and the subframeAllocation mask is 101010

(thereby selecting each of subframes 1, 3 and 7). It will be appreciated that this subframe
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allocation is a "oneFrame" allocation. A longer bit string would be used for the

subframeAllocation if subframes were to be provided over four consecutive radio frames.

Figure 5D schematically illustrates a TDD pattern based on the same parameters as

Figure 5A. Specifically, radioFrameAllocationPeriod is set to n l (MBSFN subframes present

in every radio frame), the radioFrameAllocationOffset is 0 (zero) and the subframeAllocation

mask is lOlOlx (thereby selecting each of subframes 3, 7 and 9). It should be noted that the

last bit of the mask is not used for TDD. Again, the difference between Figures 5C and 5D

results from the different subframes mapped to the bit mask in the FDD and TDD schemes.

All of the patterns shown in Figures 5A to 5D will repeat until the mbsfn-SubframeConfigList

is altered. The set of allocation patterns specified in mbsfn-SubframeConfigList , which is

signalled in SIB2, defines the "reserved set". A sub-set of the allocation patterns could be

used to define the subordinate earner. Also, two mutually exclusive sub-sets could be used to

define two separate subordinate carriers delimited in the time domain.

It will be appreciated that this mechanism provides a great deal of flexibility in how

much carrier resource is to be allocated to the subordinate carrier, and also how that resource

is distributed with respect to time. The minimum (non-zero) amount of resources (in the time

domain) which can be allocated is 1 in 320 subframes (when radioframeAllocationPeriod is

set to n32 and only one bit is set in the subframeAllocation bit mask). The maximum amount

of resources (in the time domain) which can be allocated is 192 in 320 subframes (when

radioframeAllocationPeriod is set to and all six bits are set in the subframeAllocation bit

mask). In some implementations the allocation might be static to provide a fixed resource

subordinate carrier. The fixed resources could in this case be known to a terminal device in

advance. In other implementations the allocation might be dynamic, resulting in a

subordinate carrier having a resource allocation which can be increased or decreased to for

example meet traffic loading conditions on the subordinate carrier and/or on the host carrier.

These increases or decreases could be based on requests from terminal devices for additional

resource, or based on decisions made at the base station or a related entity. An increase in the

amount of resources allocated to the subordinate carrier could be achieved either by altering

the parameters of an existing subframe allocation as defined above, or by adding a new

subframe allocation according to the principles set out above. A decrease in the amount of

resources allocated to the subordinate carrier could be achieved either by altering the

parameters of an existing subframe allocation as defined above, or by removing an existing

subframe allocation.



In other words, it is possible to use multiple subframe allocations to achieve allocation

patterns which would not be possible with a single subframe allocation, and to provide a

simple way of increasing (or decreasing, if one of multiple subframe allocations is removed)

the amount of resources allocated to the subordinate carrier. In one implementation, a first

subframe allocation with a relatively low allocation period and subframe allocation could be

used to maintain a low resource subordinate carrier which can be camped onto by a low

capability terminal device, and then further subframe allocations could be added to service the

communication needs of the low capability terminal device when it has successfully camped

on. In this way, the resources available to the host carrier are retained at a high level to serve

LTE traffic when the subordinate carrier is not in use.

Signalling the presence of the Subordinate Carrier

Certain resource blocks may be used to carry control signalling including

synchronisation signals and system information. As explained above, a problem can therefore

arise if essential control signalling from the base station is transmitted outside of the

frequency range which can be received by a low-capability device. Fortunately, as described

above, the synchronisation signals and the Master Information Block (MIB) of the system

information are present within a frequency range which is likely to be receivable by a low-

capability device. However, further system information, carried in System Information

Blocks (SIBs), and the associated control signalling may be transmitted at a frequency which

cannot be received by the low-capability device. This would cause problems, potentially

preventing the low-capability device from being able to camp on to the network. It will be

appreciated that not all host carriers will necessary support a subordinate carrier. If a low-

capability device attempts to camp-on to a network which does not support a subordinate

carrier then the camp-on procedure will ultimately fail. This is a waste of time and power for

the low-capability device.

It would therefore be desirable to signal to an MTC UE which has restricted reception

bandwidth the presence of an MTC subordinate carrier within a larger bandwidth LTE carrier

accessible to legacy UEs (LTE Rel 8/9/10 UEs). It was discussed above that for all LTE

bandwidths (Rel8/9/10) the basic physical layer synchronisation signals and the most

important system information (Master Information Block) is transmitted using only the central

6 resource blocks (72 subcarriers). The Master Information Block (MIB) is transmitted in the

Physical Broadcast Channel (PBCH) which is allocated to the central 72 subcarriers and to

just the first 4 OFDMA symbols of the second slot of every 10ms radio frame. Thus,



assuming that the low bandwidth MT UE is able to receive at least 6 resource blocks in the

frequency domain, then the PBCH (for example the MIB) may be used to signal the presence

of an MTC subordinate carrier.

In Figure 6, a schematic flow diagram of a first part of a camp-on procedure is shown.

At a step Al, an MTC device seeking to camp-on to a subordinate carrier, for example

following power-up, seeks to identify and decode PSS (Primary Synchronisation Signals) and

SSS (Secondary Synchronisation Signals) signalling being broadcast in its location. Once the

MTC device synchronises to a carrier using the PSS and SSS, the MTC device determines the

frame timing and proceeds to decode the PBCH to determine the MIB for the carrier. At a

step A2, the MTC device determines whether or not a subordinate carrier indicator flag is

present in the MIB. The MTC subordinate carrier indicator flag may be signalled in one (or

more) of the MIB bits that are spare in LTE Release 8 / 9 / 10 (10 bits are currently spare). If

the MTC device determines that the MIB contains a subordinate carrier indicator flag then the

camp-on process continues at a step A3. If on the other hand the MTC subordinate carrier

indicator flag was found not to be present, then the camp-on procedure to this carrier would

be terminated. This would allow the device to decide upon proceeding with camp-on (or not)

simply based upon decoding of the legacy LTE MIB, and to discontinue with camp-on

immediately after the decoding of the legacy LTE MIB should the subordinate carrier

indicator flag not be present. As an alternative to using the MIB to signal the presence of a

subordinate carrier, a subordinate carrier indicator signal could be provided at a known time /

frequency somewhere other than in the MIB. The particular time / frequency may be defined

referentially with respect to the MIB (for example). The subordinate carrier indicator signal

may be relative to the host carrier PBCH and/or the System Frame Number conveyed in the

host carrier PBCH / MIB. In this case the MTC device would, following synchronisation (at

the step Al), search for the subordinate carrier indicator signal at the expected time /

frequency (at the step A2). If it is found, then the MTC device knows that one (or more)

subordinate carriers are present and continues its discovery of the MTC subordinate carrier

and the subsequent camp-on process.

In either implementation, it will be appreciated that the presence of the subordinate

carrier indicator is derivable by the MTC device without being required to decode any system

information block (SIB) of the host carrier since the MTC device may be unable to receive the

host carrier SIBs which are signalled across the full host carrier frequency band Fl.



If the MTC device does not find a subordinate carrier associated with the host carrier,

then it may search for and seek to camp-on to another carrier by returning to the step Al to

seek to synchronise with and decode PBCH for a different carrier.

Signalling the bandwidth of the subordinate carrier(s)

Having detected the presence of an MTC subordinate carrier the UE needs to

determine the bandwidth of the subordinate carrier in order to be able to read the further

system information which will contain the other characteristics of the subordinate carrier.

There are a number of alternative ways in which the subordinate carrier bandwidth may be

signalled to the MTC UE:

(1) The simplest method is to fix the bandwidth of the subordinate carrier in the 3GPP

specifications. Having detected the presence of a subordinate carrier in the manner

described above, the MTC UE would know by definition the MTC subordinate carrier

bandwidth (e.g. 1 4MHz, 3MHz or 5 MHZ).

(2) The downlink bandwidth of the MTC subordinate carrier may be signalled in the

legacy LTE MIB. For example if the subordinate carrier indicator flag were signalled

in the PBCH by using a 2 bit field, 4 states could be signalled (absence of a

subordinate earner and three different subordinate carrier bandwidths, e.g. 1.4MHz,

3MHz and 5 MHZ).

(3) The downlink bandwidth (and possibly other characteristics) of the MTC subordinate

carrier could be signalled in a Subordinate Carrier Master Information Block

(scMIB). The scMIB would be signalled in fixed time / frequency resources, known

in advance to the mobile terminal and preferably defined in the 3GPP specifications.

The possibilities for signalling the scMIB are described in the following section.

Signalling the Subordinate Carrier Master Information Block (scMIB)

In the above section three methods of determining the downlink bandwidth of an MTC

subordinate carrier by an MTC UE have been described. The first two of these methods

involve a priori knowledge of when decoding of the subordinate carrier begins. The last of

the described methods involves signalling the downlink bandwidth in a Master Information

Block of the subordinate carrier itself.

A Master Information Block may be regarded as collection of parameters giving

values to configurable characteristics of the carrier and other information to achieve/maintain

radio frame synchronisation. A Master Information Block is required to be supplied in fixed

time/frequency resources and must be received and decoded before a more flexible scheme of



downlink message exchange may be employed. According to the above description, at the

point at which the UE tries to decode the scMIB, the UE will know:

• That an MTC subordinate carrier is present (from the indicator flag / signal)

The subordinate carrier centre frequency (it may generally be assumed that this will be

the same as the centre frequency of the host legacy LTE carrier).

In addition the UE may know the MTC subordinate carrier bandwidth, if this has been

fixed in the specifications, conveyed in the host carrier MIB or conveyed by some other a

priori means. In order to receive and decode the scMIB the UE must be able to determine in

which resource elements it is carried. The number of resource elements used for the scMIB

could be related to the subordinate carrier bandwidth or it could be fixed (as is the case for the

legacy LTE MIB). If the number of resource elements were defined to be dependent upon the

subordinate carrier bandwidth, this would require the value of the subordinate carrier

bandwidth to be known a priori. There are a limited number of spare bits available in the

legacy host carrier LTE MIB, and so it may be considered that there are not sufficient

available to use 1 or more of these to carry subordinate carrier bandwidth information. In this

case, the UE will not have a priori knowledge of the subordinate carrier bandwidth so the UE

will be unable to derive the scMIB resource elements from the bandwidth.. Accordingly, for

the purposes of the following description it is assumed that the scMIB is always signalled in a

fixed set of resource elements defined within the 3GPP specifications. Nonetheless, it should

be understood that the present invention is not limited to this, and that in certain

implementations the set of resource elements used to convey the scMIB may not be fixed.

The fixed set of resource elements is contained within a subset (or all) of those

subframes reserved by one (or more) of the subframe allocations configured in the

information element mbsfn-SubframeConfigList broadcast in the host carrier SIB2. The fixed

subframe allocation to convey the scMIB should:

Be frequent enough to occasion an acceptable latency for acquisition of the scMIB by

MTC UEs.

Not be too frequent that excessive resources are consumed from the host carrier and

subordinate carrier.

It should be noted that it is common for MTC devices to exhibit low mobility and be

able to tolerate comparatively high latencies in message transmission. However, this may not

be the case with all possible MTC traffic and it is therefore preferable that the frequency of



MIB transmission be fixed within the 3GPP specification and thus cannot be configured

dependent upon the expected MTC traffic characteristics.

Various fixed characteristics of the scMIB transmission scheme, including the

following, should preferably be defined within the 3GPP specifications:

· The number, periodicity and relationship to host carrier System Frame Number of the

subframes used for scMIB.

The level of repetition encoding employed.

Within the subframes used, the number and location of resource elements used to

convey the scMIB (that is, exactly which slot(s), subcarriers and symbols are to be

used).

The number of resource elements used for the scMIB will be a function of the number

of bits of information that must be conveyed by this method, which will be influenced by the

further details of the subordinate carrier design, but the number will also be constrained by the

overhead that this imposes. The System Frame Number, necessary for the UE to maintain

radio frame synchronisation, upon which many LTE higher layer processes are dependent,

may be read from the host carrier MIB. However, for efficiency reasons it is likely that once

the UE synchronises to the subordinate carrier, it would be undesirable for the UE to have to

keep re-reading the host carrier MIB to maintain this information. Thus, System Frame

Number is likely to be carried by the scMIB, although the UE might depend upon the host

carrier MIB for this information.

Any combination of parameters conforming to and fully resolving the definition of

MBSFN-SubframeConfig may be chosen to define which subframes convey the scMIB.

However, use of a single subframe allocation pattern will provide a solution involving least

complexity. For example a single pattern comprising a single subframe allocation once per

radio frame allocation period of 32 frames and with an offset value of zero may be considered

adequate to convey the scMIB dependent upon other details of the subordinate carrier design.

Alternatively, if more MIB bits are required then a shorter allocation period of, for example,

16 or 8 radio frames could be used and/or more subframes per allocation period. Note that

while the subframes used to convey the scMIB may be defined by such a subframe allocation

pattern or patterns, not all slots or resource elements in the subframes defined by the

pattern(s) are necessarily used to convey the scMIB. Use of a shorter allocation period but

sparse use of the resource elements for the scMIB may offer the best compromise in relation

to scMIB acquisition time and resource overhead.



The subframe allocation pattern or patterns chosen to define the subframes used for

the scMIB will be included in the mbsfn-SubframeConfigList of SIB2 of the host carrier in

order to reserve these subframes for special use within the context of the host carrier.

However, low bandwidth MTC UEs searching for a suitable subordinate carrier will not be

required to read SIB2 of the host carrier to gain this information, since the subframe

allocation pattern(s) for the scMIB will be fixed and defined in the 3GPP specifications.

Camp-on procedure

Referring to Figure 7, the camp-on procedure following the initial steps shown in

Figure 6 is schematically illustrated. At a step Bl the location of the scMIB is determined.

As discussed above, the location of the scMIB is likely to be fixed in the 3GPP standards, and

so the MTC UE will be able to frame synchronise with the scMIB broadcast by comparing the

location of the scMIB (radio frame and sub-frame known from the 3GPP specifications) with

the current System Frame Number (which the MTC UE can derive from the host carrier

MIB). At a step B2 the scMIB is received and decoded, whereby the system information

specified therein can be acquired and used. At a step B3 the bandwidth and central frequency

of the subordinate carrier is determined. The bandwidth of the subordinate carrier may be

determined by one of the methods described above in the section "Signalling the Bandwidth

of the Subordinate Carrier(s)". The central frequency may be assumed to be the same as that

of the host carrier, but in some implementations may have a different central frequency which

would need to be signalled to the MTC UE. The central frequency and bandwidth together

identify the frequency band forming the subordinate carrier. Note that if the bandwidth is not

determined from the scMIB then the step B3 can be performed before (or in parallel with) the

steps Bl and B2.

At a step B4, the allocation of subordinate carrier subframes is determined. An

indication of those subframes allocated to the subordinate carrier may be specified in the

scMIB. As described above, sub-frames are allocated to the subordinate carrier using a

subordinate carrier sub-frame allocation set which determines which sub frames within a

repeating group of radio frames are allocated to the subordinate carrier. At a step B5, further

system information (System Information Blocks) relating to the subordinate carrier is

obtained from subframes allocated to the subordinate carrier. This further system information

can be used to complete the camp on procedure of the MTC UE to the subordinate carrier at a

step B6. The further system information may be at a fixed location within the radio resources



of the subordinate carrier, or at a location within the radio resources of the subordinate carrier

which has been scheduled by the base station, or a combination of both.

In Figure 8, example signalling on the host carrier and the subordinate carrier is

schematically illustrated. In Figure 8, eight radio frames 800 are shown, each having a central

frequency portion 820 usable by both the host carrier and the subordinate carrier, and outer

frequency portions 810 usable only by the host carrier. In each radio frame, a MIB 830 is

provided in the central frequency portion 820. The MIB 830 is readable by devices using

both the host carrier and the subordinate carrier. Devices seeking to use a subordinate carrier

may be able to determine from the MIB 830 whether a subordinate carrier exists based on a

flag present in the MIB 830. In an outer frequency portion 810, system information 840 is

provided for use by devices served by the host carrier. The system information 840 is shown

to be outside of the central frequency portion 820 and is thus not available to the kind of low-

capability devices intending to use the subordinate carrier. It will be appreciated that some

system information may happen to be transmitted within the central frequency portion 820,

but this cannot be guaranteed. The system information 840 is provided in the form of System

Information Blocks (SIBs). Unlike the Master Information Block which is broadcast on the

Physical Broadcast Channel (PBCH), the SIBs are mapped onto the Physical Downlink

Shared Channel (PDSCH). Generally, the Master Information Block 830 provides sufficient

information to gain access to the first of the System Information Blocks (SIB1), which in turn

provides sufficient information to gain access to SIB2 et seq. SIB2 includes parameters

relating to the reservation of MBSFN subframes (as described above). Legacy LTE devices

using the host carrier will therefore be informed of the subframes reserved for use by the

subordinate carrier (or for other purposes, for example MBMS or relay backhaul) when they

decode SIB2. They will therefore know that these subframes cannot be used and to ignore

them. Within the central portion 810 of some or all of the radio frames (every other radio

frame in this example) is a portion 850 allocated to the subordinate carrier. For the sake of

clarity the portion 850 shown in Figure 8 is contiguous, but it will be appreciated from

Figures 5A to 5D for example that this may not be the case. The portions 850 are used to

transmit data and signalling to low capability devices using the subordinate carrier. Within

the allocated portion 850 of the first radio frame is a subordinate carrier MIB (scMIB) 860

carrying various information required for a low capability device to acquire the remainder of

the subordinate carrier system information.



Within the allocated portion 850 of the second radio frame is system information 870

relating to the subordinate carrier. This system information 870 provides information

required for a terminal device to camp on to the subordinate carrier. It will be appreciated

that the locations of the scMIB 860 and the system information 870 is purely exemplary. The

important point is that the scMIB 860 and the system information 870 are conveyed in the

allocated portions 850. As described in detail above, the location and periodicity of the

scMIB would probably be fixed (predetermined). The system information 870, which could

be conveyed in the form of System Information Blocks in a similar manner to with the host

carrier, may be predetermined, or dynamically allocated (scheduled), depending on

implementation.

In the host carrier, the MIB and any associated SIBs together provide the parameters

necessary for system access using the host carrier. Similarly, in the subordinate carrier, the

scMIB and any associated SIBs carried in subframes allocated to the subordinate carrier

provide the parameters necessary for system access using the subordinate carrier. In both

cases, the UE (legacy or MTC) requires the MIB to decode the shared channel (and thus

access SIBs). The MIB contains downlink system bandwidth of the host carrier and the

system frame number.

The above embodiment describe a method of conveying a subordinate carrier for low

bandwidth devices within a portion of a larger host carrier using for example MBSFN

subframe allocation pattern(s) to reserve subframes for the subordinate carrier. This permits a

flexible and efficient definition of a subordinate carrier within a host carrier. An indication of

the presence of the MTC subordinate carrier is provided using a flag in the host carrier MIB.

This may require the 3GPP standard to be updated, but will not require any change to legacy

LTE devices because the flag is set in current spare bits which can and will be ignored by a

legacy device. Various methods of signalling subordinate carrier downlink bandwidth have

been described, including fixing the MTC subordinate carrier bandwidth in 3GPP

specifications, signalling the subordinate carrier downlink bandwidth via a field in host carrier

MIB, or signalling using a bit field within the subordinate carrier MIB (scMIB). A method of

defining the subframes used for the subordinate carrier Master Information Block by using

fixed (defined in 3GPP specifications) subframe allocation pattern(s) in relation to the System

Frame Number of the host carrier has also been described above. A subordinate carrier has

been described (in one example) to be specified using a repeating pattern of sub-frames. A



mechanism to specify this already exists in LTE, originally for the purpose of specifying sub-

frames for use in MBSFN.

It will be appreciated that various modifications can be made to the embodiments

described above without departing from the scope of the present invention as defined in the

appended claims. In particular although embodiments of the invention have been described

with reference to an LTE mobile radio network, it will be appreciated that the present

invention can be applied to other forms of network such as GSM, 3G / UMTS, CDMA2000,

etc. The term MTC terminal as used herein can be replaced with user equipment (UE), mobile

communications device, mobile terminal etc. Furthermore, although the term base station has

been used interchangeably with e-nodeB it should be understood that there is no difference in

functionality between these network entities.

Further particular and preferred aspects of the present invention are set out in the

accompanying independent and dependent claims. It will be appreciated that features of the

dependent claims may be combined with features of the independent claims in combinations

other than those explicitly set out in the claims.
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CLAIMS

. A wireless communications system, comprising:

a base station,

one or more terminal devices of a first type; and

one or more terminal devices of a second type; wherein

the base station is operable

to communicate with the terminal devices of the first type using a host carrier

comprising radio resource segments distributed in time, each radio resource segment

providing radio resources across a first frequency band, and

to communicate with the terminal devices of the second type using a

subordinate carrier comprising radio resources within a second frequency band of a subset of

the radio resource segments of the host carrier, the second frequency band being narrower

than and contained within the first frequency band.

2 . A wireless communications system according to claim 1, wherein

the radio resource segments are sub-frames of radio frames, each radio frame

comprising a plurality of sub-frames, and

sub-frames are allocated to the subordinate carrier using a subordinate carrier sub-

frame allocation set, the subordinate carrier sub-frame allocation set detemiining which sub

frames within a repeating group of one or more radio frames are allocated to the subordinate

carrier.

3 . A wireless communications system according to claim 2, wherein the subordinate

carrier sub-frame allocation set is defined by one or more reserved sub-frame allocation

patterns.

4. A wireless communications system according to claim 3, wherein the one or more

reserved sub-frame allocation patterns comprise all or a sub-set of all reserved sub-frame

allocation patterns defined for the host carrier.

5. A wireless communications system according to claim 3 or 4, wherein



acquisition information required for a terminal device of the second type to receive the

subordinate carrier is allocated to sub-frames of the subordinate carrier using at least a portion

of the subframes in one or more of the reserved sub-frame allocation patterns defining the

subordinate carrier.

6. A wireless communications system according to one of claims 2 to 5, wherein said

base station is operable to transmit an indication of the radio resources of all reserved sub-

frames to terminal devices of the first type.

7. A wireless communications system according to claim 6, wherein the indication of the

radio resources of the reserved sub-frames are presented to the terminal devices of the first

type as a reserved subframe allocation within a system information block outside of the

second frequency band of the subordinate carrier.

8. A wireless communications system according to any preceding claim, wherein the

base station is operable

to transmit, using radio resources within the second frequency band, subordinate

carrier information indicating that a subordinate carrier is available within the host carrier.

9. A wireless communications system according to claim 8, wherein a terminal device of

the second type is responsive to subordinate carrier information indicating that a subordinate

carrier is not available within the host carrier to terminate a camp-on procedure for camping

on to the network.

10. A wireless communications system according to claim 8 or claim 9, wherein the

subordinate carrier information is provided within first acquisition information transmitted on

radio resources within the second frequency band, the first acquisition information being

required for a terminal device of the first type to receive the system information of the host

earner.

11. A wireless communications system according to claim 10, wherein the first acquisition

information is a master information block transmitted on a physical broadcast channel within

radio resources of the host carrier.



12. A wireless communications system according to any preceding claim, wherein the first

type of terminal devices are capable of receiving the full bandwidth of the first frequency

band, and the second type of terminal devices are not capable of receiving the full bandwidth

of the first frequency band but are capable of receiving the full bandwidth of the second

frequency band.

13. A wireless communications system according to any preceding claim, wherein the

bandwidth of the subordinate carrier is predetermined and is known in advance to terminal

devices of the second type.

14. A wireless communications system according to any one of claims 1 to 1 , wherein

the base station is operable to transmit, using radio resources within the second frequency

band, an indication of the bandwidth of the subordinate carrier.

15. A wireless communications system according to claim , wherein the indication of

the bandwidth of the subordinate carrier is provided within first acquisition information

transmitted on radio resources within the second frequency band, the first acquisition

information being provided to permit a terminal device of the first type to receive the host

carrier downlink and camp on to the host carrier.

16. A wireless communications system according to any one of claims 1 to 14, wherein

the base station is operable to transmit, using radio resources of the subordinate carrier, an

indication of the bandwidth of the subordinate earner.

17. A wireless communications system according to any preceding claim, wherein the

base station is operable to transmit, using radio resources of the subordinate carrier, second

acquisition information required for a terminal device of the second type to receive the

subordinate carrier downlink and camp on to the subordinate carrier.

18. A wireless communications system according to claim 17, wherein the second

acquisition information is transmitted on predetermined radio resources which are known in

advance to terminal devices of the second type.



19. A wireless communications system according to claim 17, wherein the second

acquisition information comprises an indication of the bandwidth of the subordinate carrier.

20. A wireless communications system according to claim 17, wherein the radio resource

segments are sub-frames of radio frames in the time direction, each radio frame comprising a

plurality of sub-frames, and wherein the second acquisition information is transmitted in at

least some of the sub-frames allocated to the subordinate carrier.

21. A wireless communications system according to claim 20, wherein a terminal device

of the second type is operable to determine whether a sub-frame contains second acquisition

information from a current radio frame number and a first sub-frame allocation set for

allocating the second acquisition information to sub-frames within the subordinate carrier,

said first sub-frame allocation set identifying which sub-frames within a repeating group of

one or more radio frames contain the second acquisition information.

22. A wireless communications system according to claim 21, wherein the current radio

frame number is determined from first acquisition information transmitted on radio resources

within the second frequency band, the first acquisition information being required for a

terminal device of the first type to receive the host carrier downlink and camp on to the

network.

23. A wireless communications system according to claim 2 1 or claim 22, wherein the

first sub-frame allocation set is predetennined and known in advance to terminal devices of

the second type.

24. A wireless communications system according to claim 17, wherein the second

acquisition information comprises an indication of the current radio frame number.

25. A wireless communications system according to claim 20, wherein a terminal device

of the second type is operable to determine whether a sub-frame is allocated to the

subordinate carrier from a current radio frame number and a second sub-frame allocation set



for the subordinate carrier, said second sub-frame allocation set identifying which sub-frames

within a repeating group of one or more radio frames are allocated to the subordinate carrier.

26. A wireless communications system according to claim 25, wherein the current radio

frame number is determined from the second acquisition information.

27. A wireless communications system according to claim 25, wherein the current radio

frame number is determined from the first acquisition information and updated by counting

radio frames.

28. A wireless communications system according to claim 25, wherein the second sub-

frame allocation set is predetermined and known in advance to terminal devices of the second

type.

29. A wireless communications system according to claim 25, wherein the second sub-

frame allocation set is specified in the second acquisition information.

30. A wireless communications system according to any preceding claim, wherein the first

type of terminal device is an LTE device and the second type of device is a low data rate

device.

31. A wireless communications system according to any preceding claim, wherein the first

type of terminal device is an LTE device and the second type of device is a low data rate

device for providing machine-to-machine (M2M) communication.

32. A wireless communications system according to any preceding claim, wherein at least

a portion of the radio resources, comprising a third frequency band, of the subset of the radio

resource segments of the host carrier allocated to the subordinate carrier and which are

outside of the second frequency band are allocated to another subordinate carrier.

33. A wireless communications system according to any preceding claim, wherein at least

a portion of the radio resources outside of the second frequency band of the subset of the radio



resource segments of the host carrier allocated to the subordinate carrier are used for

communicating with terminal devices of the first type.

34. A base station for communicating with terminal devices, said base station being

operable

to communicate with terminal devices of a first type using a host carrier comprising

radio resource segments distributed in time, each radio resource segment providing radio

resources across a first frequency band, and

to communicate with terminal devices of a second type using a subordinate carrier

comprising radio resources within a second frequency band of a subset of the radio resource

segments of the host carrier, the second frequency band being narrower than and contained

within the first frequency band.

35. A method of communicating between a base station and terminal devices of a first

type and a second type, comprising:

communicating between the base station and terminal devices of a first type using a

host carrier comprising radio resource segments distributed in time, each radio resource

segment providing radio resources across a first frequency band, and

communicating between the base station and terminal devices of a second type using a

subordinate carrier comprising radio resources within a second frequency band of a subset of

the radio resource segments of the host carrier, the second frequency band being narrower

than and contained within the first frequency band.

36. A computer program, which when executed on a computer will cause the computer to

perform a method according to claim 35.

37. A recording medium storing the computer program of claim 36.

38. A wireless communications method substantially as hereinbefore described with

reference to the accompanying drawings.

39. A method of communicating substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to

the accompanying drawings.
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